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1 Electric Circuits

In an electric circuit different elements are connected to each other via nodes labeled with
a, b, . . . so that charges can flow in a circle. The electric current through an element between
the nodes a and b is Ia→b. The general concept is not to allow for charge accumulation at any
node, as otherwise these would establish a strong electric field repelling the charges (on time
scales of typically less than a picosecond, see Sec. 5). This situation is reflected by

Kirchhoff’s current law that the sum of currents flowing into any node is equal to the sum
of currents flowing out of that node

For each element extending from note a to node b we define the voltage (difference) along it as

Va→b =

∫ b

a

dr · Estat(r)

where the path follows the element (and the current is counted in the same direction). Here
Estat(r) is the quasi-stationary electric field satisfying ∇ · Estat = ρ(r)/ǫ0 and ∇ × Estat = 0.
The latter is equivalent to

∮

dr · Estat(r) = 0 (1)

and directly provides

Kirchhoff’s voltage law that the directed sum of the voltages around a loop must be zero.

Note that ∇ × Estat = 0 implies that there exists an electrical potential φ(r) with Estat(r) =
−∇φ(r), and thus Va→b = φ(ra) − φ(rb) is the potential drop over the element.

2 Electromotive force

The Lorentz force
F = q(E + v × B) (2)

as well as further effective forces addressed below cause the motion of carriers with charge q,
i.e., they cause currents in the circuit. For a closed loop we define the work per charge for one
entire circulation as the

electromotive force E =
1

q

∮

loop

dr · F (3)

1
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(Note that the terminology ’force’ is common, but inappropriate, as the unit of E is volt.) If
the only force would be due to the quasi-stationary electric field, Eq. (1) provides immediately
E = 0 and there would not be any net force to drive a current around this loop. As the carriers
must overcome frictional motion, as described by a resistance, this implies a vanishing current
flow. In order to obtain current flow one needs at least one source element in the loop which
exhibits internal forces FS not related to Estat. Typical examples are

• electrical generators, where wires move in a magnetic field and the term qv × B of the
Lorentz force is effective.

• batteries, where the motion of carriers (protons in the case of a lead accumulator) is
associated with a chemical reaction providing energy to the carries.

• solar cells, where the motion of carriers is associated with the absorption of a light quan-
tum acting the work ~ω on the carrier.

Ideally, this internal force is compensated by a quasi-stationary field Estat pointing in opposite
direction, as otherwise very high currents could flow (as for a short-circuited battery). Than
we find Va→b = −E , i.e. the voltage along the source element is opposite to the current flow.

Alternatively, one may define the electromotive force of the element as E =
∫ b

a
dr ·FS/q, which,

in the case of a single source in the loop, is fully equivalent with the definition above. However
note that the E is not the total work performed on the carries while going through this very
element, as this work would also include the effect local quasi-stationary field Estat.

3 Faraday’s law of induction

Particles with charge q are subjected to the Lorentz force (2). Now we want to consider the
electromotive force resulting from this force for a closed path ∂S encircling the surface S. From
the Maxwell equation ∇× E = − ∂

∂t
B, we find

∮

∂S

dr · E = −

∫

S

dA ·
∂B(r, t)

∂t
(4)

Regarding the second term of the Lorentz force v × B, the average velocity of the electrons
〈v〉 = I/Ane is rather small under typical circumstances, e.g. 〈v〉 = 0.8mm/s for a current of 1 A
through a wire with a cross section of A = 1mm2 and an electron density of n = 8.45×1022/cm2

(copper)1. Significantly higher velocities can be imposed by moving the wire externally. For
the wire element of length ∆r, we find geometrically

∆r · (v × B) = B ·

(

dr

dt
× ∆r

)

= −B ·
d

dt
∆A

where ∆A is the area of the triangle with vertexes at the origin, r, and r + ∆r. Thus
−

∮

∂S
dr · (v × B) is just the change of the magnetic flux ΦS(t) =

∫

S
dA · B by changing

the surface S due to a movement of the wire (for constant B). Together with Eq. (4) we find

Faraday’s law of induction Eemf =
1

q

∮

∂S

dr ·FLorentz = −
d

dt

∫

S

dA ·B(r, t) = −
d

dt
ΦS(t) (5)

where the flux is allowed to vary both by a time dependence of the magnetic field and a move-
ment of the wire.

1This average velocity is responsible for the Hall effect and an associated change in resistivity by the magnetic

field.
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Figure 1: Induction in a coil. The arrows shows the direction of the current and the circular
integral along the coil.

4 An inductor in a circuit

As an example we consider a (non-moving) wire in a loop, which is connected to a lamp, see
Fig. 1. We assume that their a significant magnetic field B within the area confined by the
dashed line, called the coil in the following, while the magnetic field in vanishingly small in all
other regions.2 Now we want to show that the voltage between points 1 and 2 satisfies

V12 =

∫ 2

1 straight path

dr · Estat = Φ̇coil (6)

where Φcoil =
∫

region inside dashed curve
dA · B This is proven in two different ways:

Elementary Argument

Maxwell’s equation (4) provides
∮

dashed line
dr · E = −Φ̇coil. As the wire is not

moving the only force on the carriers is due to E. Within an ideal wire, E must
be vanishingly small, so that the only contribution to

∮

dashed line
dr · E must be due

to the segment between 2 and 1 where the dashed curve does not follow the wire.
Thus

∫ 1

2 straight path

dr · E = −Φ̇coil

The absence of a magnetic field in the dotted loop, provides ∇ × E = 0 and thus
the total electric field equals the quasi-stationary field here. As the points 1 and 2
also belong to the dotted loop, we have the voltage

V1→2 =

∫ 2

1 straight path

dr · Estat = −

∫ 1

2 straight path

dr · E = Φ̇coil

which is just Eq. (6).

Argument by electromotive force

Faraday’s law of induction(5) provides E = −Φ̇coil for the circuit given by the
full line. As the net force on the carriers is vanishingly small in the wire, the only
part where a force can act on the carriers is between the nodes 3 and 4. Here the
force can only be due to the electrostatic field and we find V34 =

∫ 4

3
dr · Estat = E .

Using Kirchhoff’s voltage rule for the dotted circuit, we find V12 + V34 = 0, which
directly provides Eq. (6).

2In practice the coil has a large number of windings, which enhances the effective magnetic flux. Thus time

varying magnetic fields are much more important in the dashed ring in contrast to the dotted ring.
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The flux Φcoil contains two components: First there may be a part Φext
coil due to external sources

(such as a magnet). At second, the current Icoil through the wire creates a flux Φcurrent through
the coil. As Maxwell’s equations are linear,3 this flux is proportional to Icoil. We write
Φcurrent = LIcoil with the (self-)induction coefficient L of the coil and obtain the central re-
sult

V12 =
d

dt
Φext

coil(t) + Lİ . (7)

Note that the counting direction 1 → 2 for the voltage matches the direction of the current in
the dotted loop, which is actually the circuit.

Kirchhoff’s voltage law provides V12 +V34 = 0. For the lamp with resistance R inserted between
3 and 4 we have V34 = IR and thus

d

dt
Φext

coil(t) + Lİ + IR = 0

E.g., for a time-varying flux Φext
coil(t) = Φ0Θ(t), which is switched on at t = 0, we find the

transient current signal

I(t) = −
Φ0

L
exp

(

−
R

L
t

)

Θ(t)

Thus the changing external flux results in a lightening of the lamp for a short time ∼ L
R
.

3This holds for linear media satisfying B = µH, but not in ferromagnets or if the magnetization saturates

at higher fields.
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5 Appendix: Relaxation to stationary state

In a real conductor, scattering processes tend to restore a carrier distribution with zero mean
velocity. This can be formulated as

d

dt
〈v〉 =

1

m
F −

〈v〉

τ

where m is the mass of the carriers and τ is the average momentum scattering time. With the
total force F = FS + qEstat and the current density j = qn〈v〉 we find

dj

dt
=

σEstat

τ
+

σFS

qτ
−

j

τ
(8)

with the conductivity σ = q2nτ
m

. Thus, for a given force, the current relaxes to the finite value
j = σF/q, which is the microscopic formulation of Ohm’s law.

If, on the other side, a fixed current density j0 is imposed on the conductor, a deviation j − j0
creates a charge density on the ends of the conductor, with an associated change of the quasi-
stationary electric field

dEstat

dt
= −

j

ǫ
+

j0

ǫ
(9)

where ǫ is the dielectric constant of the material. The general solution of the system of linear
differential equations (8,9) is

(

j

Estat

)

=

(

j0
j0/σ − FS/q

)

+

(

δj(1)

δE(1)

)

eλ1t +

(

δj(2)

δE(2)

)

eλ2t

where

λ1/2 =
1

2τ

(

−1 ±

√

1 −
4τσ

ǫ

)

are the eigenvalues and (δj(1/2), δE(1/2))tr the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix

(

−1/τ σ/τ
−1/ǫ 0

)

We find that the real parts of λ1/2 are negative, describing a relaxation to the stationary
state. For ǫ/σ < 4τ we find an oscillatory relaxation e−t/2τe±iω0t where ω0 becomes the Plasma

frequency
√

σ
ǫτ

=
√

nq2

mǫ
in the limit ǫ/σ ≪ 4τ . For 4τ ≪ ǫ/σ we can expand the square root

and obtain the largest eigenvalue λ1 = −σ/ǫ. This provides the decay time ǫ/σ, which is called
dielectric relaxation time.

The stationary solution j(t) = j0, E(t) = j0/σ − FS/q is reached at times t ≫ Max{2τ, ǫ/σ},
where τ is the momentum relaxation time and ǫ/σ the dielectric relaxation time.


